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Abstract: The objective of the study is to compare the biomechanical variables of one of the single and
sequential performances on the floor exercise device as a base to set aimed exercises. The two researchers
adopted the descriptive approach (case study) by using video graph and movement analysis by the computer
as it is suitable for the study. They also used the experimental approach by using an experimental group with
a measurement (pre-post). The ideal performance sample was to choose the best trial of skills (single forward
handspring – single rolled somersault - forward handspring followed by a rolled somersault) performed by
players of the Egyptian national gymnastic team. The experimental sample included 7 players less than 9 years
old from the military sports institution in Minia, pre and post measurement have been made to the sample in the
gymnastic hall at Assiut Stadium. The significant result was that skills that are sequentially performed need to
preserve the amount of movement and also the quantities of force and rotation moments so it is rapidly
performed contrary to the single skills.
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INTRODUCTION championships. One of the performance conditions in the

The technical committee of gymnastics for  men in floor exercise where a player should perform at least one
the Egyptian Federation  of  gymnastics  has  searched skill from the four groups of skills which include forward
the way of setting skill and preceded obligatory acrobatic movements. So, the technical committee set the
movements and the style of competition. The committee skill of forward handspring followed by a rolled forward
also cared about the programs of the advanced countries somersault as obligatory skills that players less than 9
as one of their objectives, philosophies and  as  the years old should perform among the ground movements.
results  of  international   experiments   and  particularly The two skills are difficult to players of the age. It is
the recommendations of the International gymnastics common that these two skills are taught separately till the
Federation. Obligatory movements for different ages player  reaches  the  proficiency and stability for each
should be viewed with a multi-dimensional perspective skill, then he can connect between the two skills. In order
that extends to divide ages according to stages of growth, to make an evaluation, the two researchers set aimed
physical preparation and how to select young gymnasts. exercises according to the results of the mechanical
It also mentioned the educational programs for trainers movement analysis. These exercises work in the same
and their preparation to face each stage. Consequently, path of performing movement skills.
the technical committee has modified all the obligatory The skill of forward handspring followed by a rolled
skills and federation programs in order to conform to forward somersault is considered a very difficult skill for
international skilful changes in gymnastics to enable the players of less than nine years. These two skills are
Egyptian player to be a competitor in the  international usually taught separately till the player reaches the level
and Olympic levels and to achieve international of proficiency to be able to link between the two skills.

international arbitration law for men is using the device of
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Therefore, the problem explores and the researchers MATERIALS AND METHODS
wonder if the players are being taught the two skills
separately but the evaluation is being made sequentially, The two researchers adopted both the descriptive
leading to a decrease in the time and effort of the player approach (case study) by using video graph and
and the trainer. Is the correct time to push in the final movement analysis by the computer and the experimental
stage of the first skill is suitable? Is the horizontal space approach by using a single experimental group with two
made by players in the stage of curving and flying in the measurements (pre-post).
first skill under study suitable to make the best height of Sample of ideal performance works to choose the best
the second skill under study? trial of the skills (single forward handspring-single rolled

For  this  reason,  the   researchers   attempt  this somersault-forward handspring followed by rolled
study  to  recognize  the  mechanical  properties  of  the somersault) performed by gymnastic.
two skills under study during performing them separately The experimental sample includes players from the
and in a sequential form in order to know the best values military sports institution at Minia (7 players less than the
and also to set a group of specified exercise based on age of nine), pre and post measurements are done to this
results of movement analysis during the sequential sample in the gymnastic hall of Assiut Stadium. Table 1
training. indicates the basic variables of age – tall – and weight of

The Study Aims To: The researchers used physical tests through

Make a comparative study of the mechanical of the following tests concerned the elements of physical
properties for movement performance between the fitness for the skills of the study: - test of measuring the
skill of single forward handspring followed by muscular ability of the legs – test of measuring muscular
somersault. ability for abdomen muscles – test of measuring muscular
Make a comparative study of the mechanical ability of back muscles – flexibility test of the shoulder's
properties for movement performance between single joint).
performance and sequential performance.
Recognize the effect of aimed exercises in improving Statistical Treatments: The researchers used: descriptive
the level of skilful performance for the skills of the statistics: By using arithmetic mean standard deviation-
study for the experimental sample. and bending coefficient. Deductive statistics: by using

Questions: Table 1 1indicates that all bending coefficients in all

What are the mechanical properties of movement ranged between ±3 which indicates moderation of values
performance between single performance and and consistence of the study individuals.
sequential performance?
What are the mechanical properties of movement Procedures of Photographing: The researchers used a
performance between Single performance and video camera works throught an electrical source with
sequential performance? frequency 25 pic. /sec. (Sony Camera). Signs are put on
Are there statistical indicative differences between the player's joints above (earn-shoulder-elbow-hand-
pre and post measurements of the experimental group thigh-knee-foot).   The    calibration    system    has   been
in favor of the post one in the level of performing the established in front of the device of Floor exercise to
skills under study? determine    dimensions     related    to    the   performance.

the study group.

analyzing gymnastic [1-3], the researchers seek the help

Welckson method of grades.

basic variables (age-tall-weight) of the study sample

Table 1: Statistical significance for the basic variables of the study group

Range Arithmetic mean Standard deviation Bending Coefficient

Age 3.00 108.4286 0.9759 0.227

Weight 7.50 33.0000 2.9263 0.497

Tall 8.00 135.8571 2.9114 0.083
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Fig. 1: The skill of forward handspring followed by forward somersault 

The camera was put on the range of the player's horizontal RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
axis with the same height and with a space that contain
the whole area. Tables 2-9 show the mechanical properties of

There were three authentic arbitrators from the movement performance for the skill of single forward
Egyptian gymnastic Federation during photographing. handspring followed by somersault and results as follows:
Trials with a performance level less than 9.5 degree have Table 2, Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the value of
been put aside. Extracted kinematic variables have been displacement resultant-angular change for the body's
determined (time structure of the technical stages for center of gravity on the axis (x) and the velocity variable
performing the two skills of the study-starting angle after for the right leg were similar for the two skills. There was
the first skill-displacement resultant of the two skills a little difference between the two skills in the velocity
(Single and combined) – velocity resultant of the leg in variable for the left leg for it was higher in the stage of
the two skills (single and combined) – force resultant of resting on hands for the skill of forward handspring
the body's center of gravity for the two skills (single and during sequential performance than  that  in  the  same
combined) (Fig.1). stage  of single performance. The matter which indicates

Table 2: Comparison of mechanical variables of the stage of resting on hands for the skill of forward handspring with single and sequential performance

The stage of resting on hands for the skill of single forward handspring Stage of resting on hands for the skill of forward handspring followed by somersault

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Velocity (m/sec.) Velocity (m/sec.)

Displace-ment Angular change for the body's -------------------------- Displace-ment Angular change for the body's -------------------

Frames resultant center of gravity on (x) axis Right leg Left leg Frames resultant center of gravity on (x) axis Right leg Left leg

10 1.87 7.21 7.9 6.9 8 1.8 0.70 7.6 6.0

11 2.012 -8.46 7.0 9.2 9 2.0 -9.84 7.5 8.4

12 2.176 -1.26 6.4 9.4 10 2.1 -28.47 6.6 9.0

13 2.298 -12.5 4.4 8.4 11 2.2 -67.14 6.8 5.8

14 2.425 0.82 6.2 6.0 12 2.4 15.55 6.6 11.6

13 2.6 -7.35 4.2 8.2

Table 3: Comparison of the force variables for the stage of resting on hands in the skill of forward handspring during single and sequential performance

The stage of resting on hands for the skill Stage of resting on hands for the skill of
of single forward handspring forward handspring followed by somersault
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Force Force
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------

Frames X Y Xy Frames X Y Xy

11 123.6 156.5 76.9 8 -67.0 -62.2 -44.1
12 -43.5 1.03 -92.0 9 4.948 46.1 -12.1
13 122.8 70.3 116.0 10 -110.0 1.64 -103.0
14 -226.8 -87.4 -215.0 11 99.30 -343.0 315.0

68.4 96.8 57.0 12 370.0 70.97 227.1
13 -491.0 203.0 -519.0
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Table 4: Comparison of mechanical variables of the stage of curving and flying for the skill of forward handspring during sequential performance

The stage of curving and flying for the skill of single forward handspring The stage of curving and flying for the skill of forward handspring followed by somersault

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Velocity (m/sec.) Velocity (m/sec.)

Displace- Angular change for the body's -------------------------- Displace-ment Angular change for the body's ------------------

Frames ment resultant center of gravity on the (x) axis Right leg Left leg Frames resultant center of gravity on the (x) axis Right leg Left leg

15 2.5 -16.6 5.0 7.0 14 2.76 -6.38 6.53 5.73

16 2.6 -15.6 4.2 6.7 15 2.866 9.77 5.01 5.76

17 2.7 9.46 5.7 5.3 16 2.958 19.04 4.48 5.69

18 2.9 -6.01 2.4 4.0 17 3.087 3.087 4.81 4.75

19 2.9 44.66 6.2 403

Table 5: Comparison of the mechanical variables in the stage of curving and flying for the skill of forward handspring during single and sequential performance

The stage of curving and flying for the skill The stage of curving and flying for the skill of
of single forward handspring forward handspring followed by somersault
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Force Force
-------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

Frames X Y Xy Frames X Y Xy

15 -87.5 -126.0 -68.32 14 107.9 -40.7 108.2
16 58.5 -8.3 58.5 15 -22.4 105.3 -71.1
17 -20.7 58.8 -33.2 16 20.8 60.3 6.228
18 -50.3 36.1 -54.8 17 19.6 -70.3 35.2
19 -111.0 -267.0 13.7

Table 6: Comparison of the mechanical variables in the upgrading stage for the skill of forward somersault during single and sequential performance

The stage of upgrading for the skill The stage of curving and flying for the skill of
of somersault with single performance somersault preceded by forward handspring
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Force Force
------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

Frames X Y Xy Frames X Y Xy

1 648.7 -278.0 278.0 18 18.7 39.9 7.4
2 -79.5 182.8 182.8 19 84.5 43.9 79.0
3 -66.0 -214.0 -214.0 20 -138.0 -251.5 -20.5
4 -109.0 -275.0 -278.0
5 81.0 130.5 130.5

Table 7: Comparison of mechanical variables of the feet departure angle and ground push during single and sequential performance

The skill of single rolled forward somersault The skill of rolled forward somersault preceded by forward handspring
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Angle of departure from the ground Legs pushing (ability) joule Angle of departure from the ground Legs pushing (ability) joule

84.74 degree 573.3 85.44 degree 726.7

Table 8: Indication of differences between pre and post measurements of the experimental group for the skills of the study by using Welckoksin test

Pre measurements Post measurements
Statistical treatments ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------
Movement skills Mean St deviation Mean St deviation Value of (+) Indication level

Forward handspring-single performance 6.85 0.7480 8.64 0.475 -2.38 indicative
Forward handspring-sequential performance 5.42 0.5345 7.85 0.6901 2.410 Indicative
Somersault-single performance 6.71 0.7559 8.68 0.5398 2.460 Indicative
Somersault-sequential performance 6.02 0.7952 8.24 0.715 2.456 indicative
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Table 9: Significance of differences between pre and post measurements of the experimental group in the physical tests by using Welckoksen test

Pre measurements Post measurements
Statistical treatments ----------------------------- -------------------------------
Physical tests Mean St deviation Mean St deviation Value of (+) Significance level

Test of measuring muscular ability of legs 9.55 0.77 7.38 0.73 2.375 indicative
Test of measuring muscular ability of abdominal muscles 8.28 1.79 13.0 1.41 2.379 indicative
Test of measuring muscular ability of back muscular 8.5 1.51 12.7 1.49 2.392 indicative
Test of flexity of shoulder's joint 35.1 27.1 2.79 2.375 indicative

Fig. 2: The stage of resting on hands for the skill of Fig. 4: The stage of curving and flying for the skill of
single forward handspring single forward handspring

Fig. 3: The stage of resting on hands for the skill of Fig. 5: The stage of curving and flying  for the skill of
forward handspring followed by somersault forward handspring followed by somersault

the speed of the left leg till it matches the right leg early legs) between the two skills were approximate. The values
before reaching the ground in the skill of forward between the two skills as for the angular change for the
handspring followed by somersault. This generates a body's center of gravity on the (x) axis were different for
bigger force for the feet to touch the ground and to use its highest value in the skill of forward handspring during
the reaction law to achieve the second skill. single performance was 44.66 degree, but the highest

Table 3 concerns the force variable on the (x) axis and value in the skill of forward handspring during sequential
(y) axis and the force resultant during the stage of resting performance was 19.04 degree. This is an indicator that
on hands for the skill of handspring with single and the period of flying in  the stage of curving and flying for
sequential performance, the value of force on the axis (x-y) the skill of single forward handspring was longer than the
and total force resultant was higher in the stage of resting stage of the curving and flying for the same skill with
on hands for the skill of sequential forward handspring sequential performance. This corresponds with what
and it was -519 N. In the stage of resting on  hands  for Nilson and Mitos [4] mention that the degree of holding
the skill of sing forward hand spring it was -215 N. This shoulder increases whenever the trend of pushing high
indicates that acceleration in the stage of resting on increases and both are desired. There is a connection
hands for the skill of sequential forward handspring was between the increase of performance degrees and the
higher and this is an indicator to achieve the second skill. decrease of the communication time for hands pushing.
For this reason, the early meeting of the feet was essential Consequently, the skill during single performance has a
in order to collect bigger amount of force before feet meet bigger flying angle and the skill during sequential
the earth. Consequently, they can use Newton's third law performance as a smaller flying angle in order to achieve
which says that each action has a reaction identical in the second skill.
quantity and a counter-direction. Table 5 indicates that force on the axis (x and y) and

Table 4 and figures 4 and 5 concerning the stage of the force resultant was bigger with regard to the stage of
curving and flying for the skill of forward hand spring curving  and flying for the skill of forward handspring
during single and sequential performance for the values during sequential performance than that in the stage of
of the variables (displacement-velocity of left and right curving  and  flying  for the  skill  of  forward  handspring
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Fig. 6: Stage of flying and rotation for the skill of forward performance and this is due to the increase of the push
somersault during single performance values in the skill.

Fig. 7: Stage of flying and rotation for the skill of forward consider principles and rules of movement required by the
somersault during sequential  performance activity in terms of movement direction and power of

during single performance. The reason behind this was Using mechanical analysis before setting specific
that the skill of forward handspring during single exercises is considered one of the modern methods of
performance is the only skill that ends with s table designing specific exercises based on real scientific rules.
position so it does not need force during curving & flying This is what McGinnis  [6] refers to use the qualitative
but it needs harmony of performance. Consequently, the biomechanical analysis to improve the technique or the
amounts of force has decreased and the amounts of qualitative biomechanical analysis to improve the training
displacement has increased with contrary to the stage of for it is considered the best type of study and the
curving & flying for the skill of forward handspring with biomechanical use is clear in performance improvement or
sequential performance that needs more force since it is technique improvement.
followed by another skill, so it needs more acceleration Table 9 indicates that the level of physical abilities
and consequently the amounts of force also increase. concerning the skills of the study for the experimental

Table 6 indicates that there is a difference between group has improved. The researchers relate this
the two skills regarding the force variable. The reason is improvement to the use of specific exercises that
that upgrading in the first skill was from the stage of considered the scientific method in terms of sequence of
running and approaching, whereas in the second skill it exercises according to the level of difficulty and in terms
represents merging the final stage of the first skill with the of forming the degree of the players afford the training.
preliminary stage of the second skill (between the skill of The matter that achieved a great advancement in force
forward handspring and the skill of somersault and it and flexibility and also as for the level of performing the
differs as for the form of the beginning then as for the skill of resting with acute angle. This corresponds with
amounts of force between the two skills in the upgrading results of previous studies which stress that the best
stage. method for power training is that where time path for force

Table 7 indicates approximation of values of the basic mascular groups working through the exercise
departure angle from the ground between the skill of with its time path through its.
rolled   forward   somersault   during   single  and Performance  [7-12].  The  results  also  corresponds
sequential  performance.  The  values  of  pushing  the with the study of Abdel Aziz [13] which says that
ground  greatly  differ  between  the  skill  of  rolled proposed specific exercises led to developing the
forward  somersault during single and sequential elements  of  physical  fitness,  specially,  the  muscular
performances since it was 573.3 J in the single force  and  flexibility.  This  thing  led  to  raising
performance and 726.7 J during sequential performance. adequacy of the muscular groups working with joints
the table shows the approximation of the values of according to the skill of the study and to decrease effort
displacement resultant variable between the two skills and of learning time to reach the ideal standard of performance
also the approximation between values of  the  body's in the least time.

angle  on  the  (x)  axis. The values of velocity for the right
leg and the left leg in the stage of flying and rotation for
the skill of sequential forward somersault were bigger than
that in the stage of flying and rotation for the  skill of
single  somersault. This is an indicator to the rotation
speed in the skill of somersault during sequential

Table 8 (Fig. 6,7)  indicates that the skilful
performance of single and sequential skills has been
improved due to the aimed exercises. This corresponds
with what Abdel- Baseer [5] mentions that aimed exercises
should be similar to movement performance of the
activity. He also says that during exercises, one must

performance which are called special elementary exercises.
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CONCLUSIONS 5. Abdel-Baseer, A., 1999. Physical training between

Skills trajectory performed in a single way is similar to Cairo, pp: 85-89. (In Arabic).
those performed in a sequential way but they are 6. McGinnis, P.M., 1999. Biomechanics of sport and
different in the mechanical values in terms of velocity exercise. Human Kinetics, USA, pp: 36.
and angles of the body. 7. Alaa, G.M., 1980. The effect of using some methods
Skills that are performed sequentially need to keep proposed to develop force of speed to improve
the quantity of movement-force amounts and rotation vertical jump space for the young. Scientific
moments. It is performed fast contrary to those skills conference of studies and research of physical
perform in a single way which has an end and which education for boys, Alexandria, pp: 94. (In Arabic).
need absorption element. 8. Tulan, S.M., 1982. Studying the relation between
It is preferred when teaching forward handspring to measures of some force forms for arms and shoulder
enter jump at the end of the skill for it is always girder and the level of skill performance to raise with
connected with another skill and it is rarely single. tensile strength and stress to rest on the horse
So, it is better to aid with aimed exercises concerning device. Research and studies J., 3: 233. (In Arabic).
setting exercises to be done after the skill. 9. El Sayed, N.A., 1987. The relation of some starting
Results of the study proved that there are statistical variables with the level of performing ground skills of
indicative differences between pre and post gymnastics for men. J.Fac.Phys.Edu., Zagazig Univ.,
measurements for the experimental used for aimed 47: 110. (In Arabic).
exercises in the level of skillful performance in favor 10. Hassan, H.S. and H.A. Kamal, 2001. The effect of
of the post measurement by using Welckoksen test. beliometric training in the improvement of the level of

RECOMMENDATIONS on the ground movement device. J. Theories and
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